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Board Votes
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¥~r~Uni~~~QI"l~ld_~rirlg_Arming
Its
Police
_Cf'
~rtesc>1-incidents involving the use of guns

and lmives may cause police officers in the Union
to begin carrying pistols.
· The decision is expected to _come from the
Union Board Thursday although the Union
Operations Subcommittee has already urged that
officers be allowed to carry weapons, especially at
. night.
Non-students
"The problem/' said Vern Curtis, Union
director, "is this place changes so much from the
day to the night. At night, not as many students
are at the Union."
Last week, for instance, at least four major
disturbances occurred at the Union. Only one
involved a student, Curtis said.
Last Tuesday during a fight in the Union
between several non-students, one youth p~u.led a
military ,45 semi~automatic pistol at another; the
gun failed to fire.
Other incidents involved a student threatening
to knife the dog- catcher if his dog was touched

plus several incidents in which persons were
thrown through plate glass doors.
"It's primarily a question whether or not a gun
is a deterrent. Police officers in the Union say
that people come up and say 'You can't tell me
what to do because you're not a police officer you don't have a gun','' Curtis said.
Less People
"At night there are a lot less people here and a
lot more pan-students here. The police might
conceivably do a better job if they bad a gun ~ if
only because they felt more secure,'' Curtis said.
Curtis feels many police would do a better job
if they were not Hscared- that little badge on his
chest may give two strikes against him with some
people.''
Officer Jack Elliot feels Union police should
have guns. "I really believe it is a deterrent. We're
here to see that certain situations don't happen. If
you take a policeman's weapon away, he has lost
half of his authority," Elliot said.
"I don't feel right without it (the gun). If we

had to use a weapon and didn't have one, we
would be in bad shape,'' Elliot said,
Necessary Weapons
Officer Charles Cave also thinks a weapon is
necessary. "It's normal as anything... just as the
teacher must have a book, a police officer has to
have a gun. You seldom need it, but if you do and
it's not there, you're in big trouble," Cave said.
Campus police Capt. Ralph Holst said, "We're
getting a lot of outsiders. I'm forced to go along
with the other officers. As far as our own
students go, we don't worry about them. The
outsiders are the ones making the trouble- you
know who I mean," Holst said. Holst would not
clarify what he meant by this statement.
"We obviously have to do something in this
situation,'' said Harold Lavender, vice president
of student affairs, "I don't know whether having
a gun <;>r not is the answer. We originally felt not
bavhfg the gun would be less frigl1tening to the
students. But at night the~ problems are
diff~rent- ~SEifAl~~tflr.ents going to class."

NEW
MEXICO
~arks

in Hands of City Manager

Wilson's First Resp·onsibility Not to Citizens
By DAVID BRANDS
(Editor's Note: This is the second in a two-part series on
CitY Manager Richard Wilson. The first part dealt with the
problems Wilson encountered in the job. Today, the article
explores Wilson's role in the park crisis this summer.)

The ordinance as it stands however, closes all city parks
betwee? 12 and 6 p.m.
Arrests
"I hope the policemen will go heavy on the warning for
violators," said Wilson. "But if the warning is not enough and
the violator refuses to leave a park, an arrest would be

On Monday, Sept. 27, the Albuquerque City Commission
passed a lengthy parks ordinance aimed, among other things,
at stopping overnight camping and late - night frolicking. The
cvar~all enforeemenL o! the new ordinance now rests with
City Manager Richard Wilson.

appropriate~"

In a special interview with The Lobo, Wilson explained
some of the background going into the ordinance. He said the
ordinance was drafted by the parks and recreation director
and the legal department with minor help from city police.
The police, said Wilson, picked the 12 p.m. closing time as a
matter of convenience. At that time the graveyard shift goes
on duty and would be able to handle park arrests if
necessary, without breaking shifts.
'Closing Clause'
HJt is important to note," said Wilson," that this was a

parks 'closing clause' and not a curfew •.. the closing clause
is the most important part of the ordinance. It is a way to
cl~ar parks, which are not designed as campgrounds.
_"We had considered selective closing times but we thought
this would be discriminatory and we wanted it to be as
non-discriminatory as possible,'' said Wilson. He never stated
who would be discriminated against, however. The selective
parks closing system is used in El Paso. Depending on the
residential area, For instance, if Albuquerque used this
method, Yale park would possibly be closed later than
· Roosevelt park since the latter I! mrtounded by residents.

~.

I

Last summ~r, the city considered arranging a park for
overnight usc by transients. The 15-acte area is located at the
end of Mountf\in Rd. NW on the banks of the Rio Grande
river. The iocation was ;perfect, said Wilson, because of its
relative distance to the Central bridge (US 66) and it was
about one-third mile from the nearest home. But the Old
Town community waged a heavy battle against the park and
won.
usince that time the state had committed itself to
developing the same area into a standard~ type park- not a
campground - with the provision that the city maintain the
grounds . • . This would probably put the park under the
jurisdiction of the city parks ordinance even though it would
be a state park," Wilson concluded.
City Charter
Moving away from the parks ordinance into more general
terms, The Lobo asked Wilson if he feels responsible to local
citizens although the city charter says he is responsible only
to the commission. . "Yes, I feel responsible to the citizens, but I believe it has
to be secondary. I'm in the position to know the feelings of
the citizens and if I have feelings I know the public ha.~, I will
try to influence the commission in that way. I am the
administrator of the city, nevertheless, attd I won't fuss after
a decision is made by the commission," said Wilson.
'
Whoever Wilson feels he ht!S a :responsibility to, he is the
colllinission 's man and has effi~iently operated as such.
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Senate Delays
Student Cases
Student Court failed to rule on the Charlie Jones (left}
and Louis Duncan cases when only one justice appeared at
the courtroom yesterday~
Sam Johnson was the sole justice to appear; Chief
Justice John McGuffin and Justices Donna Sampson and
Charles Mingle were absent.
Johnson suggested the case be heard today at 6 p.m. at
ASUNM.
Jones and Durtcan are making an attempt to have their
names reinstated on the ASUNM Senate ballot.
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editorial
The Union Board is contemplating a
partial reversal of their August policy
forbidding police patrolling the Union to
carry guns.
A rash of violent incidents in the building,
including fights, a threatened knifing, and a
gun pulled during an argument have
prompted the Operations Subconnnittee of
the board to recommend arming police who
patrol the Union in the evening.
Statements by Union Director Vern Curtis
indicate the Union population changes
character quite radically from day to night.
Many Union users in the evening are not
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students and act more belligerent. Many
instances of vandalism have reportedly
occurred late in the evening.
While arming police in what is a strictly
civilian situation is not very palatable,
alternatives such as ID checks after 5 p.m.,
or closing the Union entirely in the evenings
are even more unpalatable.
Adequate protection of the students who
do choose to use the Union in the evening is
the paramount concern in this issue.
Regrettable, the viable alternatives seen to
have been narrowed to arming the evening
patrolmen.
~ ·1 J!~~-~:
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IF YOU THINK EUROPE
.WAS CHEAP THIS SUMMER,
YOU SHOULD SEE IT THIS WINTER.

The Source

Armed Union Police

''

By Carolyn Babb

Q. The recent food throwing at Hokona cafeteria reminds
me of an incident in a movie called "Captain's Table" made
about ten years ago. Where could I find ou more about the
food throwing scene in this movie? It would give some great
pointers for future fights at Hokona. L. C.
A. I won't comment about the possibility of future food
throwing fights at Hokona (the idea is unpopular in some
areas), but if you wish to see the movie again, contact the
film committee in the Union. "Captain's Table" is a British
film made in 1960 and stars John Gregson and Peggy
Cummings. Personally, for instructive value, I would prefer
the pastry throwing scene in "The Great Race."
Q. How many drug arrests were made in the last year? V.

•

w.

A. The Police Department Annual Report for 1970 shows
61 arrests for synthetic drugs, barbituates, amphetamines,
etc. (57 white, which includes Chicano, and 4 black), 79
arrests for codeine, heroin, morphine, cocaine and opium (77
white, 1 black, 1 Indian), and 365 arrests for marijuana (350
white, 12 black, 3 Indian). Total number of drug arrests was
505 as compared with a total of 5050 arrests for alcohol
(3623 white, 148 black, 1277 Indian). The age groups having
the greatest number of arrests are: 18 years for synthetic (12
arrests), 25-29 years for codeine, heroin, etc. (19), 19 years
for marijuana with 83 arrests and 30-34 years for alcohol
with 611 arrests.
Q. How many minks does it take to make a fur coat. K.
W-K.
A. Sol. Goldberg of Dupler's Fur!: said it takes
approximately 45 skins for a full length fully let out mink
coat and about 30-35 skins for a full length semi let out coat,
but that it all depends upon the cutter, the pattern and the
"You mean turn my base PX over to a bunclt of corrupt merclta11ts? And a/lo~ criminality size. The average price of a skin can range from $15-50
and moral compromise to flourish? Yes, yes, go on... !"
according to the supply and demand and the quality of the
skin, and an all natural ·walking length mink coat {32 inches)
can run from $595 to $3000.
Goldberg said there are ve.ry few wild minks in this
country, Most of the fur comes from mink ranches in
Colorado, Utah, Idaho and New York-from colder climates
than New Mexico's. The ranches usually start petting (killing
the minks for market, primarily by gassing) from November
through December. The fur skins are then embalmed or
tanned. The average life span of a coat is 25-35 years if well
with an evangelist's style, proposed changing taken care of~"stored in non-air-tight containers, kept in cold
that to read "voluntary prayer or storage during the summer and cleaned once a year.
meditation."
FT. McPHERSON, Ga.-Lt. Col. Anthony
Q. Do you happen to know which girl on the UNM
Buchanan's revision was accepted on a
B. Herbert, who accused two superior voice vote as most members said they campus this semester has the longest hair? I have noticed a
officers of covering up war crimes in
couldn't define "nondenominational" prayer lot more girls this year with very long hair, you know, like
Vietnam, said Monday, "You're damn right I
and some said they couldn't believe down to the waist. I'm trying to join the ranks of the super
have been muzzled" by the Army.
"nondenominational" prayer was possible. long locks but it seems to take forever. So I'd really be
The highly decorated combat officer, the
interested in getting some first hand knowledge about how
center of controversy since he first brought
long it takes. D.H.
the accusations more than a year ago, talked
A. Without holding my own contest for the longest hair, I
with newsmen after the Army agreed to
cannot
give you the name of the girl with the longest hair,
DENVER - Fitzsimons General Hospital
grant him an emergency 30-day leave "in the officials say there will be no press interviews but Vicky Lee, a sophomore music major, would be among
interest of the health" of his family.
with S/Sgt. John Sexton Jr., who spent two the forerunners. I estimated her hair to be about three and a
Herbert, who also began the process of years as a Viet Cong prisoner, until the half feet long, long enough for her to sit on. She said her hair
retiring from the Army after more than 20 Pentagon approves.
was very short in high school and so has taken about four
years service, charged that he had been
years
to grow.
However, two news media reported
subject to petty harassment for reasons of talking with the convalescing sergeant
Q. How come the sprinkler system in the art gallery in the
"revenge."
Sunday. The Detroit Free Press quoted
Herbert brought charges of covering up Sexton as saying he felt more like a prisoner Fine Arts building is permanently turned off? A. H.
A. Louise Lewis, director of the New Mexico Art
atrocities and torture of Vietnamese against in the hospital than he did when he was held
Museum, said it is not permanently turned off, but the
Maj. Gen. John W. Barnes and Col. J. Ross prisoner~
Franklin, his superiors in Vietnam. Franklin
The American Broadcasting Co. said it sprinkler system has been shut off for the time being because
served on the commission which investigated talked with Sexton and he refuted that the insurance company felt that water damage would be
the My Lai massacre.
statement. ABC said the sergeant claimed he greater than fire damage to the art works. A small fire could
could say what he pleased, to whom he set off the whole sprinkler system, she said.
pleased.
(All questions should be directed to The Source c/o The
Lobo,
P.O. Box 20 University of New Mexico, 87106 or
WASHINGTON- In a tumultuous session
in The Lobo suggestion box, located inside the east
dropped
opened by prayer and under the
door of the Union. Please include your name, address and
marble-carved legend "In God We Trust,"
An Israeli military source said Monday the telephone number, although only initials will be used in the
the House refused Monday to approve a Soviet Union "committed a· "provocation" column. Questions will not be answered by mail).
constitutional amendment that would have and increased tensions in the Mid East
permitted voluntary prayers in public situation by sending two MIG23s oti a flight
schools.
over Israeli military positions in the Sinai
On a 240-160 vote- 28 short of the Peninsula.
necessary two-thirds majority- members
"Let me make one thing very, very'
rejected the attempt to overturn the clear - these were Russian platies with
i , ,
Supreme Court's antiprayPr mlings of 1962 Russian pilots," a military source in Tel Aviv
and 1963 despite a last- minute change in said of Saturday's first overflight of the
Keep up the good work,
Racism Personified
language to try to pick up more support.
Israeli · occupied peninsula by a pair of
Tim Hunter (Ex Cathedra) not Timmy, you are proving what we
As brought to the floor, the amendment MIG23 foxbats.
only sounds but looks like KKK have been claiming, which has
material.
Even when he is occa- been denied by so many of your
would have authorized
"If the planes are flown by Russians, then
is for the wrong more subtle but still colonialist
sionally
right;
"nondenominational" prayer in schools and this is a Russian provocation," he said. "We reason. Heit is
a perfect cohorts. Patriotism; is after all,
public buildings. But Rep. John H. are not ready to tolerate it. That is why we personification of the racism we the last refuge of the scoundrel,
Buchanan Jr. (R-Ala.), a Baptist minister have planes in the air."
Antonio Mondragon
are fighting.

For your next holiday you can be in London for $190. Rome $199. Paris
$200. Or Greece $268.
_
These are just some of TWA's low round trip fares for youths between the
ages of12 and 25.,
.
Who knows how much longer they'll be in effect, so for more details call
TWA.
And to help you save money when you're on vacation, send for TWA's new
Getaway* Kit.
It's free and it will tell you where you can get ...

I'

BED, BREAKFAST AND SIGHTSEEING
FOR ONLY $4.30 A DAY.
Only TWA offers you the Stutelpass~ It is a book of vouchers you can buy
for 10, 15, 20, 25, etc. days for just $4.30 a day.
Each voucher entitles you to a bed, breakfast and sightseeing in 50 European Cities. No advance reservations· necessary.
The kit also tells you where to ....

RENT A CAR FOR JUST $3.65 A DAY.
In over 15 European Cities, you can drive a car all around the city for just
$3.65 a day, plus gas and 4Yz¢ per kilometer.
And how to save money with ...

'Muzzled,' Herbert Claims

SPECIAL SKI TOURS.
TWA has some ofthe lowestpricedski tours toVail,Aspen,and Steamboat.
Or ifyou want to ski the Alps, take a TWA tour. It saves you over 50% of
the cost of travelling alone.
The kit also tells you how to get a ...

. . POW Interview . .

GETAWAY CARD.
You'll receive an application blank. There's no minimum income requirement. And no yearly maintenance fee.
Use your Getaway Card to charge airfare, Stutelpasses, tours, almost
everything. And then take up to two years to pay.
Now what's even easier than getting away for the holidays, is getting a
Getaway Kit.
Just use the coupon.

r.T\¥A,P.Q-:B:;4o;,F-;;;in;i~:N~n735-~---~;-~
1 Send all the information you have on bargain ~
1
I
I vacations in Europe and the U.S.A. to:
I. .
I
I Name
1
I Address
I
I
I
I City
. _State.
..· . Zip Code____
•· ·. ·
I

Voluntary Prayer Out

MidEast Tension

L----~--~~----~--------~~
Hl'rvic<• rrtm·k• nwm•d <•xl'lu•ivt•ly h.v ·rWA.
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Guild•s Shift to Classics'Proves Successful

l.·

Fine Arts Plans' Mandatory' Evaluation
(Editor's Note: This is the
Coutth ill a se1·ies on teacher
evaluation at UNM.)
By KATHY PTACEK
Mandatory teacher evaluation
in the College of Fine Arts will
begin toward the end of this

semester, Steve McRae, associate
dean of Fine Arts, said,
''All classes offered by the
faculty in the College of Fine Arts
will be evaluated by the students
before closed week. They'll have
no choice in the matter,

Nursing School Ponders
Evaluation Alternatives
The School of Nursing is in the
process of reviewing different
evaluation tools. Although ideas
have been reviewed from various
other schools, it has not yet been
decided which of these tools
would apply best to the School of
N11rsiug.
Dean Louise Murray says that
teacher evaluation is of top

priority for the next policy
making meeting. Faculty groups
are working on thfl vadour. ways
of teacher evaluation needed in
nursing.
Dean Murray considers the
need for evaluation vital for the
School of Nursing and hopes that
a system can be set up as soon as
possible.

South Says States' Rights
Weakened by Central Gov.
ATLANTA (UP!)- Two
southern governors accused the
federal government today of
circumventing and undermining
state governments, especially in
the South.
The criticism came from Govs,
Jimmy Carter of Georgia and
John Bell Williams of Mississippi
at the opening of the 37th annual
southern governors conference,

9:00 AM-7:00 PM
Prescriptions filled
Sunglasses
Repair Service
Skilled frame
fitting
Master Charge &
BankAmericard

CASEY OPTICAL
next to Casey's Rexall Drug
4312 Lomas NE 255-6329

'' 0 u r federal system of
government is under attack from
all sides," Williams said. "The
restoration of state's rights is long
overdue," Some southern states,
he said, "should enjoy the same
privileges and immunities enjoyed
by other states of this union."
Carter, the conference host,
saw ' 1a tendency in Washington to
bypass state governments in
matters of great urgency to our
people."
Several delegates warned
Sunday that the South's influence
on the 1972 Presidential campaign
could be undercut by a third
party candidacy in the region.
Both Carter, a Democrat, and
Gov. Linwood Holton of Virginia,
a Republican, said they felt
Dixie's impact on the election
would be "diluted" by the
possible candidacies of Gov.
George Wallace of Alabama and
Lt. Gov. Lester Maddox of
Georgia,

RED
CROW
··great food( great prices
now 10% discount
with UNM ID card

RED CROW
5101 ZUNI SE

"I believe this was the first
College unanimously to adopt as
college policy the mandatory
system," McRae stated.
The College administration will
provide the one-page form and
will publish the results a few
weeks after the evaluation, if
everything goes alright, McRae
said.
"We've discovered so far with
the~e f01;ms that after a certain
length you are decreasing your
chance of getting a, decent
response," said MacRae.
With about 670 students in
Fine Arts and 8400 students
altogether taking Fine Arts
courses, McRae said he hopes that
all will participate,

"We won't publish the results
of a class if less than seventy per
qent respond to tbe form. That's
our cutting point."
"The teacher evaluation will be
used by the appropriate
administration as part of the
matm·ial relating to advancement,
tenure and salary increase," he
said.
The idea of all classes
evaluation in Fine Arts began last
spring semester, McRae said, and
was endorsed by the Fine Arts.
faculty, This is the first year the
F inc Arts Coll11ge will do
evaluation on this basis, "We
believe it will give more
information to the administration
on good teaching. Before we've

rDR FAlt IN~OilMATION CALL OR WAITE

Teachers will be rated on a one
to five basis and students will be
able to score instructors on their
enthusiasm about his subject, his
enjoyment of teaching, thl;! clarity
of the instructor and whether the
instructor anticipates problems
and makes difficu! t topics 'easy to
understand.

'One Policy Is Faster; One is Cheaper
By JANET BLOOM
.
With insurance on your b1ke,
you're not just out of luck if it
gets ripped off.
Two kinds of insurance, at
least, are available to campus
bicycle owners. One of these is
the idea of the National Bicycle
Dealers' Association and the other
is sold by an independent
insurance company.
The Pedal and Spoke's Don C.
Bell, II, told of the first type. It is
a non-deductible policy and
includes national computer
registration. Under it, a bicycle
worth less than $100 may be
insured for one year for $9
including the required $3
computer registration fee. A bike
worth $101 to $125 would take a
$10.50 fee and a bike worth $126
to $150 would take a $12 fee.
To collect under this policy,
the owner must have an approved
hardened steel chain and lock
with a case hardened shackle and
the bike must have been locked at
the time of its disappearance.
Aiter he has filed his claim, the
owner must wait 30 days while

the insurance company looks for
the bike. Then at the end of this
time, if the bike is not found or

has been vandalized, he will get
his money.
This policy gives a better
chance of recovering the bike and
of catching up with the thief and
discouraging rip·offs.
Rudy Sporing, an independent
insurance broker, told about the
type he handles. It is an "all .risk"
policy which covers everything
but the owner's ab1.1se. It costs
$12.50 for a year's policy on any
bicycl~ and does not attempt to
find your missing transportation
before paying off.
You can get a three year policy
for $33.75, he said. However,
most insurance companies would
rather not be bothered with this
sort of small stuff and would
rather push their homeowner
policies. They don't advertise the
individual bicycle insurance,
Sporing said. You have to ask for
it specifically.
The first type is cheaper but
the second type pays off faster.
Anyone who wants to shop
around. may find other policies.
Maybe one of them is just right
for your needs,

Russian Su1:Yeillance Unsuccessful

NATO Jams Soviet 'Bug' Station
BRUSSELS (UPI)-A
short-wave radio antenna sits on
the roof of the Soviet
Skaldia-Volga Cat Assembly Plant
situated one mile from the
headquarters of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO).
The antenna. which can be seen
from the main highway running
between Brussels' Zaventem
Airport and the city, is designed
to pick up NATO's radio
communications, according to
Belgian government sources.
But the antenna is not doing
much good, they said.

From the time it was installed
when the Skaldia·Volga factory
was built in 1967-the same year
that NATO moved to Brussels
from Paris-the Belgian
government has had radio
"jamming" devices constantly
beamed at the plant.
"1 really don't know why
they've kept the antenna there,"
one Belgian official said. "Maybe
they hope one day the jammer
will break down. Or perhaps they
think something may leak
through."
The official smiled and added,
"but neither will happen."

In any case, most NATO
long-distance communications are.
relayed through underground
cables that are well-protected and
give warnings of any tapping
attempt.
The Belgian Secret Service
apparently prefers sometimes to
let the Soviets operate openly in
the case of the auto plant.
"They're much easier to
neutralize that way," the official
said.
Belgium has become a favored
stomping ground for Soviet and
Eastern Bloc spies since NATO
and Supreme Headquarters Allied
Powers Europe (SHAPE) came to
Brussels.
As one western diplomat said
recently, "I know whenever I
meet two Russians together at
least one of them is a spy."
Of the 113 Soviets employed ill
Brussels at the Soviet Embassy,
the Soviet Trade Mission, the
Soviet Travel Agency Intourist
and at the Soviet Airline Aeroflot,
about half are engaged in some
kind of espionage, according to
Belgian officials.
The number dropped
drastically recently when Soviet
Trade Mission official Anatoly
Chebotarev defected to the west
and gave the Belgians a list of 33
spies operating in Belgium,

the
crazy
mixed-up IDYB Stii!'Y Is
bac~ In action!
The belching scene... the leeches...
the escape through the jungle... ·
HUMPHREY BOOARLKADIARINE HEPBURN
TONIGHT -10:30 ONLY

HILAND
2iS.457~

"RANDY NEWMAN/LIVE''
Randy Newman
(Reprise/RS 6459)
If you've never heard Randy
Newman before, when you hear
this album you'll probably ask
yoUNPif h<:>w anybody with a
voice like that could possibly
survive as a singer. Newman's
voice sounds rather like coarse
sandpaper on concrete block.
Frequently he sings in a key just
high enough to be a little flat in
the highest register, and I have
read that he paints hi!! throat
every day with alum. The result is
a voice which ranges from
melancholy to the point of suicide
to blackly humorous, like the
voice of a grave robber in a
Charles Dickens novel.

More than baskets meet the eye.
EIJH'ri.allynow. Since the rl?<'k strike wr ha'c bern IWAinped with gil ~he mer·
ch;mdosc we expected during the busy .mmmcr month~. You won t Rn~ a
more Fantastic mvcntory to select from than we hnvc right now. Come m,
won't you, to ci1hcr st9re.

Basket:~

1st National Bank East
(Central at San Mateo)

Old 1'own Plaza
842·8022

Shopii)J
I
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IWE PACK AND SHIP

Masler Charge and Bc:mkAmericard WelcOm~:

The New Mexico Lobo is published
dally eVery regular week of the Uni·
veralty year by the Board of Stud~nt
Publications of the Assoeiatcd Students
ot tho University of New Mexico, and is
not financially a!!Soeiated with UNM.
Second elMs postage paid at Albuquer·
que. New Mexico,. 87106. Subscription
rate is $7 for the academic year,
The opinions cxpr... ed on the· edi·
torial )>ages o! The Lobo are those of
Coronado Center
the author solely, Unsigned opinion is
that of the editorial board of The Lobo.
296·5559
Nothing necessarilY rcpr<Scnts the views
of the Associated Studenta or the Uni·
. ; . ,•.•,·, . , .•• • · ....\>'l!:!'ait}'..ot ~ew Mexico.
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Membership Drive
The Catholic Alumni Club will
have a membership drive party to
recruit unmarried Catholic men
and women, Friday, Nov. 12,
from 8-12 p.m. at the Newman
Center. Admission is $1.50. Live
band and liquor included.

Museum Gift Shop

Fresh shipments of
Southwestern jewelry and other
international items have arrived
and are for sale at the Maxwell
Museum Gift Shop, located in the
main gallery of the museum in the
anthropology building. Hours are
Monday through Friday from 9
am. to 4 p.m., Saturday from 10
am. to4p.m.

1970, Many of the songs you may
have heard sung by famous groups
and individuals with only a
fraction of Newman's talent like

Nilson and Three Dog Night.
"Mama Told Me Not to Come"
and "I Think It's Going to Rain
Today" were originally recorded
by Eric Burdon and The Animals.
Other Newman songs have been
sung by Dave Van Ronk and Judy
Collins, But when Newman sings
his own stuff there is an
unmistakable autobiographical
11uthenticity.
Newman accompanies himself
on the piano. There is no back-up
bass, no lead guitar, no finger
eymbols, just Newman and the
piano, fi'om which flows a stream
of honky-tonk to cabaret music
far more appealing to me than
Elton John's ceaseless three chord
redundancies.
Stage Presence
Newman prefers to perform in
small night clubs like the Bitter
End and the Troubador, where it
is easier to establish audience
rapport. There is something
personal in that arrangement that
one can feel even in the album.
The audience is captivated by
Newman's stage presence,
Listen carefully to this album
and you will understand how
someone with a voice like Randy
Newman's can survive in style as a'
singer. Like Bob Dylan .and Dave
Van Ronk and Joe Cocker
and ••••
Mike Colvin
Over 30
Diffezent
Sandwiches
Mon·Sat
11 a.m.· ·3 a.m.
Sun
11 a.m.- ·1 a.m.
1600 Central SE'
842·6736

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS
ANNOUNCES

No message.. ,
no moral ...
Just all·o\lt fun .._,. ·•
entertainment to ·

.

keep you
smiling for weeks!

._, ........

,-~

........

Adulls $1,25-Childron

7~c

1;30- 1:00

"great" film is a pleasure, but
seeing a film one has heard
nothing .about is fun too; and if it
turns out to be good, there's the
additional pleasure of being a
discoverer of cinema treasure,
Old f'Ums might be coming here
in force soon; Manzari is planning
to run two films a week, and
perhaps other theaters will follow
Don Pancho's and the Hiland's
example of showing both old and
new films.

Hand Cra,fted Jewelry
Gold and Sterling
CABOCHO:-:S
J.'ACETED STOXES, :\11:\ERALS

B & B LAPIDARY
328 SAX HLIPE :\\\'

247-2513

11

famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, Gennan, and others ..•)
lunch 11 :30·2:3o dinner 5:3o·g:3o

St. N.W.
. of"" Romero
Old Town PJaza

A. I~

2

blocks N.W.
242~4g86

Now there's never been an easier way
to buy the words and music to current hits,
because now there's a magazine called

Words and Music.
It only costs $1. And for your dollar
every issue gives you the words and music
of 8 to·lO top current songs; plus articles
and photos of the stars behind the songs.
You've got the talent. Now all you
need is a dollar.
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PRE-REGISTRATION FOR SEMESTER II
NOV. 9-NOV. 23, 1971
e

All students

:,

• CRAZY lOVE

llit JOYTOTH£ ~tD

• Alll'r Nil SUJfslllll;

enroll~d in University College, Graduate Schoo~ Non-Degree Status,

lllll!.....
• AHARD RAIN'S A·IIOHHA FAlL

£lnlfiAMt

College of Arts and Sciences, School of Business and Administrative Sciences, and the
College of Education will be mailed registration materials.

* \'OU'Vf SOT A ll!ISO

e All students enrolled in the C~llege of Engineering and the College of Fine Arts will
obtain registration materials in the offices of their major departments.

• TAKE ME HOME, COIIIITI!Y ROADS

e

JotrnOelmr

1lle he flees

• IIOW CAN YOU MEiiO ABIIOKEII H~ART

r.lq,..,...

All students enrolled in the College of Nursing and the College of Pharmacy will
will obtain registration materials in their college offices.

• LOVE THE OHE YOIJ'Rl WITH

e

• RIDERS 014 J'lf£ stORM

The schedule of classes for Semester II will be available on Nov. 9
and the Records Office (1 02 Scholes Hall),

in college offices

Tlttlloorl

PIIIISfoolra,
• WEDDING SOl&

.

Now on sale wherever magazines ar'e sold •
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His lyrics have the same ironic
twists as his voice, From "Mama
Told Me Not to Come," the song
of a naive kid's first encounter
with the world's evil vices, to
"Lonely .at the Top," which might
be sung by Howard Hughes,
Newman winds his way points of
view. I began to appreciate how
weird Newman himself must be.
AnthPnt.ic
The all~um was recorded at the
Bitter End East in September

ln-r.I'•GohptoRiinT~-- 2"~2

No. 52

Box 20, University P.O., UN,M,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (605) 2774102, 277-4202

certain kint:ls of format change,
Bert Manzari, who runs the
Guild,. says, "I'm not in thi~
business for my health," but were
money his only concern he CO\lld
still be screening porno.
Educational Experience
Manzari said operating the
Guild is an "edue.ational
experience" for him~ he knew
almost nothing about old movies
when he began the business seven
months ago - and for :many of his
customers, who are also learning
about films they may never have
heard of before.
There are those, of course, who
don't need that kind of education.
Manzari spoke of "old people who
come to see, for instance, Greta
Garbo movies, who tell me they
haven't seen a movie in 30 years."
Manzari said "I want to build a
class of 'people who are interested
in classic films." This would mean
the development in Albuquerque
of a cinema consciousness- an
awareness of the artistry of so
many old films,
Won't Gamble
At the present stage of cinema
consciousness here, according to
Manzari, "if it has a 'name,'
people will go see ·it." Thus,
Drunks who still wander into the "Casablanca," "Citizen Kane,"
Guild to see some flesh are "King Kong" all drew large
testimony to the difficulty of crowds at the Guild. But the
pres en tativn of relatively
unknown classic finds people
unwilling to gamble, Manzari said.
Which is a shame; seeing a

J..:

seating 153 people, which for
several years (under different
management) featured skin Oicks,

lvewman: 'It's Lonely at the Top'

New Mexico Lobo
Vol. 75

viewing only the new relen2es that
distributors think fit for our
provincial tastes, There arl;!
thousands of old films at least I!S
good, and many of . them a lot
better, than most new movies,
This shortcoming in
Albuquerque was all the more
glaring in that revival housestheaters that play old films
exclusively - h'ave been
flourishing for years in New York,
the San Francis90 Bay area,
Cambridge, and other cities and
regioqs with large university
populations,
The ASUNM Film Committee's
weeke.nd shows and La Societe du
Cinema's (the film class at the
University) Monday films have
traditionally been the only
opportunities in Albuquerque for
viewing old films.
Three Theaters
But on Saturday nights now
there are three theaters showing
movie classics; that's without
counting the Film Committee's
show. Of these three, one of the
theaters- the Hiland- is a first·
run house that has begun showing
old movies on Saturday nights,
another - Don Pancho's- is
unclassifiable, the third is the
Guild. Art Theatre, presently
Albuquerque's only revival house.
The Guild is a tiny theater,

Just a Piano and a Weird Voice

,_

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION AND
DISTRIBUTING COMPANY OF AMERICA

Suite 1220
Phone 265-9501

The form has 15 questions
divided into three parts. The first
five questions are for any sort of
Fine Arts course. The second five
are for lecture courses, while the
last five will be for all courses
other than lectures.

Bil(e Owner's Hope: Insurance

DEVCO WILL TAKE YOUR IDEA, YOUR
INVENTION, YOUR PRODUCT AND
TURN IT INTO A PRODUCT FOR
PEOPLE AND PROFIT FOR YOU
:' . ·oo have an idea that could be converted into a profitt;ble product bot lack the marketing and developing
skills to bring it across, we at DEVCO will become your , ·
partner in a business venture that could change your
entire life.
Give us a chance

just had to rely on what a few
stude11ts said about a teacher,"
aaid MacRae.

By PETER KA TEL
Until recently, Albuquerque's
cui tural repertoire had l:ieen
notably deficient in the cinema
department. People interested in
films can't be satisfied with
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Girls'· Basketball Star
·Back A/te.r Law Suit

RUTHVEN, Io'\va (UPI)-Jane
Rubel, 17, dres~;ed in the orange
and black uniform of Ruthven
High School, paused just long
enough between shooting baske~
Friday to say, ''I'm real happy.
My husband is happy, too."
Ms. Rubel, the mother of an
11·month-old daughter, had
reason to be. Just four hours
earlier, a federal judge h!ld granted
her permission to return to the
tough Iowa gids high school
basketball circuit where in the
19 69-7 0 season she had been
named an All-State forward.
Iowa Girls High School Athletic
Union rules say if you have been
"associated with marriage or
motherhood," you can't play
basketball in sanctioned athletic
programs.
However, U.S. District Court
Judge William C. Hanson
apparently didn't agree with the
rule Friday and .issued a
temporary restraining order
granting Rubel permission to
begin practice and play
· immediately with the Ruthven

.96 6-pk

TEQUILA
4.39 qt.
905 Yale SE

.Razor's Edge
Sebring
Professional

•
iii
~...,.L

the week for his performanceagainst the Redskins. Henry burst
through the line twice in the first
quarter for runs of 65 and 62
yards, both of which went for
TD's. Henry now has 803 yards in
seven games, while Long has 697
in eight. Long has hit. 37 of 81
pass attempts for 493 yards.
Henry leads all Lobo scorers
with 56 points and nine
touchdowns. Long has eight TD's
and 50 points, while senior
halfback Nate McCall has 36
points, McCall has rushed for 512
yards on 98 carries this season,
and has returned 14 kickoffs for
261 yards.
Sophomore fullback Rich Diller
was still pounding away at the
interior line Saturday, adding 42
yards to bring his total to 625
yards on the season, Reserve back
Larry Korpitz, who scored three
times against Arizona a week ago,
broke a kickoff return for 72
yards Saturday which helped
Long engineer a drive in for tpe
score, Korpii:z added 39 yards to
bring his season total to 2 23
yards, and narrowly missed
getting into the passing
completion column when a
halfback pass to Long was batted
down in the end zone against
utah,
Ken Smith still leads all Lobo
receivers with 11 catches J.or.. J 7.1
yards, including a couple of grabs
for 53 yards and a score to
become the only other Lob.:~
besides Henry who has scored via
the airways. Long has thrown
both TD strikes.
Despite the successes of the
Lobo offensive squadron, the
UNM defense continues to be
plagued with injuries, to key
players, So far this season, starting
linebackers Paul Sitkowski (Texas
Tech) and Houston Ross (Arizona
State) have been lost for the
season during games with teams in
parentheses following their names.
Backs Steve Ernst (New Mexico

State) an,(! Bruce Markham
(Arizona) have also been lost, as
well as defensive end Oscar
Fennell (Arizona State).
Last week, S!lnior defensive
tackle Rob Winter suffered a knee
injury 11nd will be lost for the
season. Winter now in a cash had
started for the Lobos since his
sophomore year.
The loss of Winter came at a
strategically significant point in
the season, as New Mexico has
proved vulnerable to a good
passing game all se11son, and more
notably in the last two weeks.
Last week, Utah quarterback Don
Van Galder passed for 352 yards
against the Lobos.
Now, with the loss of Winter,
only three experienced defensive
tackles remain - George Oakes,
Larry Bibbles and Don Silver.
Head coach Rudy Feldman said
he would look at some candidates
to fill Winter's position in
Monday's practice.
·

INTRAMURAL
ACTION
Basketball
Fraternity League No. 1
1) Kappa Alpha
2) Alpha Tau Omega
3) Sigma Chi
4) Phi Delta Theta
5) Sigma Phi Epsilon
6) Law School

3-0
3-0
2-1
1-2
0-3
Q-3

Independent League No. 1
1) Blue
2) Bullets
3) Lawmen
4) Kiva Clug
5) Business Club
6) Civil Engineering
7) Has Beens
8) Chipmunks

4-0
4-0
3·1
2·2
1-3
1·3
1·3
0-4

o.rH~n Plan Appeal of Abortion Law

By DUCHESS SMITH
·In order to get an abortion in
New Mexico, a woman either has
to be going nuts, be subjected to a
panel of hospit;ll board members,
a gynecologist, a psychiatrist, or
have lot~; of money, Then there is
the illegal way out, This way
often ends in bad after - effects or
death.
Vivian Abeles, the UNM
Women's Abortion Coalition
representative, and other
interested men and women are
trying to get a group of people to
go to San Francisco Nov. 20 for a
national demonstration to repeal
abortion Jaws nationwide. This
also calls for the repeal of all
forced sterilization practices and
all restrictive contraceptive laws.
Under New Mexico law, where
three-fourths of women seeking
abortions are unmarried, one of
fol.!r circumstances permits
abortion. First, a woman'~;
physical and emotional health
must be endangered, as
determined by two physicians.
Second, the threat of physical or
emotional impairment of the child
must exist. Or third, in cases of
rape, or fourth, in cases of incest,
an abortion may be performed.
Other barriers to abortion
include the necessity of parental
approval for under-18 abortoins
and the necessity of hospital
board approval for women who
are over 12 •.veelm pregnant,
Body Control
''The reason women have

gotten together is that we know

we have the right to. control our
own reproductive bodies" said
Abeles,
"In Albuqqerque we have a
class action sqit going to repeal
state abortion Jaws in New
Mexico, The women who have
gotten together to do this are
mostly women who have tried to
get abortions and failed, have
received abortions, or are involved
in some way with the abortion
movement," she said.
"In New Mexico a person still
has to go to a psychiatrist,
gynocologist, social worker, etc.
to get an abortion, We believe
until the fetus is. 27 weeks that it
is just like a tumor and is not
viable. It is compl~tely up to the
woman and her physician if 11he
should have an abortion or
woman and her physician if she
should have an abortion or not,"
she said.
Upon Demand
Abeles said that abortions
should be granted upon demand
by a woman since she is the only
one who knows if she can
physcially and mentally carry the
pregnancy to its full term.
"Laws tend to keep women in
moralistic views which say that all
she is is a reproductive body and
has no right to protest this," said
Abeles.
"Psychiatrists try to concoct
some notion for the mother tltat
she is mentally incapable to have a
baby so she will be able to receive

Why apcnd from $760 to $1000 obtainIng¥' ynnr J'll"lvAt~ vilot'R lir.PnRo7 You

can receive free llylng lessons nnd OVC1'
$1000 while stiU in college. I£ you

t

want 11 job 08 a pilot upon graduation
from college, you should invretil!'ate the
opporttmlties av&llnblc through the Air
Force ROTC program.

The odds against getting a royal
flush in poker are 649,739 to one.
While the odds against getting
nothing are only one to one.

Upon entering the Air Force 08 a pilot,
you will earn $9000 a year. In just
three years, you can expect (through
promotions and longevity pay ralsl'S) to
earn $13,100 a. yenr. When you add in
all of the additional benefits available
to Air Force membere, you will fin<l
that the Air Force has n very attractive
job package to offer. If you would like
to have a highly r""ponslble pOBition
that offers one month's paid vacation
each year, Bee us today In building Y·l
or cnll us at :!77-4230.

But Anxiously Await Cornhusker Game

"It's nice to win, but we're
disappointed," Mildren said after

the game.
NoSoftSpots
"Missouri's defense is set up to
play wide,'' added coach Chuck
Fairbanks. "That's why we went
inside, I'd rather not run up hill,
I'd like to find a soft spot, but
there weren't many soft spots out
there today."
Missouri threw an eight-man
line against the Sooners, who lost
four fumbles, and got away with
it. Mildren's touchdown pass to
Chandler was the Sooners' lone
competition of the day.
Oklahoma, with three games to
play, now needs only 79 yards
rushing to equal the single- season
National Collegiate Athletic
Association record set by the
1956 Sooners of 3910 yards.
Face-Off Wanted
"I just hope we can win next
week and Nebraska can win so we
can go out Thanksgiving day and

find out who's best," Fairbanks
saidofwhatisbeingbilledcollege
football's game of the year.
Driscoll scored what proved to
be the winning points with 9:53
left in the first quarter.
Cornerback Kenith Pope broke
through to block Greg Hill's
28-yard field goal attempt. As the
ball bounced near the Missouri 30,
no one seemed to know what to
do with it. But Driscoll alertly
picked it up and ran down the
sidelines with a covey of blockers
escorting him.
Bell's 78-yard run came on the
second play after Hill had kicked
a 34-yard field goal for Missouri.
Then. the Sooners mounted a
19·play, 83-yard drive that ended
when Mildren fumbled at the ·
Missouri one, Oklahoma got the
ball back with 1:25left in the half
and, on the first play, Mildren
passed 44 yards to Chandler, who
scored untouched.

The Afro-American Studies Program
The University of New Mexico
Presents
The Broadway Touring Company of

abortion laws throughout the
country. They will be bringing
their findings to the supreme
court as soon as possible,
Victories
"Once we start winning some
victories in states it will be
:much easier to get nationwide
victories," said Abeles.
Currently Michigan,
Massachusetts, Texas, Georgia,

and California have class action
suits going~
Abeles said that WONAC has
approximately 300 signatures in
Albuquerque to protest the
Shidey Wbt~eler case in Florida.
Shirley Wheeler had rheumatic
fever and tried to receive an illegal
abortion. She was not aborted and
had to obtain a legal abortion so
she would not die. She was then
tried for manslaughter, After
various protests she receied a two
year probation under the
conditions she woq)d marry the
man she was living with or else
live with her parents and not go
out at nights or drink any
alcoholic beverages.
NOW Involved
"The interest from UNM is
quite high in the demonstration in
San Francisco. Members of NOW,
the National Organization for
Women have carried petitions for
the trip all over the city and
received support," said Abeles.
"The vurpose of th11 Women's
Center at UNM is as a
coordinating center for women of
UNM and the surrounding area.
We try to let people see what's
happening with women
everywhere. We are by no means
anti-man. We realize that women
can't be liberated until everyone
is," she said.
"Members from Las Chicanas,
Gay Liberation, WONAC, and
other minority groups give us
information on what their groups
are doing, Then we can :relay this

Representatives of the New Mexico Tenants Organization
(NMTO), along with many at the National Tenants
Organization (NTO) convention in San Francisco, picketed
the office of the mayor of San Francisco asking a tenant to
be named to the city's housing commission.
Bernadette Chavez, temporary chairman, Bob Walker,
faculty sponsor, Sally Grossek"'te, David Freedman and Janice
Hensholt were among those attending the convention from
Oct. 29 through Nov. 2.
NTO is made up of affiliate organizations from over 40
states and Canada.
Keynote speakers at the convention were Julian Bond,
Ron Dellums and Shkley Chisolm.
Purpose of the trip was to acquaint the organizers of the
NMTO with information necessary to deal with tenant landlord hassles. NMTO is being organized to promote the
legal, social, economic and political rights of all exploited
tenants in New Mexico with immediate and special concern
for the tenants in the area of UNM, Chavez said.

Sooners Disappointed Against !Y.lissouri
By CHARLIE SMITH
COLUMBIA, Mo. (UPI)Oklahoma, its offense held in
reasonable check for the first time
this season, still got three big
plays Saturday and whipped
lowly, bl.lt inspired Missouri, 20·3.
The no. 2·ranked Sooners
gained 407 yards rushing, but
were held scoreless in the second
half by the Tigers, who have won
only one of nine games this
season.
Linebacker Mark Driscoll
scored the Sooners' first
toqchdown, running 70 yards
with a blocked field goal attempt
in the first quarter. Roy Bell
sprinted 78 yards off-tackle and
Jack Mildren passed 44 yards to
tight end Albert Chandler for
touchdowns in the second
quarter.

an abortion, Women have enough
problems withot1t being told
they'r11 crazy,'' she said,
WONAC, the Women's National
Abortion Action Coalition, has a
national committee to study
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Rene Heredia
Rene Heredia, flamenco guitarist, will perform in concert
'Thursday at 8:15 p.m. in Popejoy Hall. Tickets range from $2.50
to $4.50, with a $1 discount for UNM students. This is Heredia's
second appearance in Albuquerque, and kicks off his current U.S.
tour.

A FLAMENCO ANTHOLOGY

FREE DELIVERY

Call266-2212
Mon.-Sat., 6:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.
931 San Mateo NE

POPEJOY HALL
IN CONCERT
ONE NIGHT ONLY THURSDAY, NOV. II, 8:15

UNM Students lh Price
PagcG

riCKETS $4,50-$4.00-$3.50-$3.00-$2.50

STUDENYS $1.00 DISCOIJNT

ON SALE: POPEJOY BOX OFFICE

THE UNIVERSITY OF NllW MllXICO

L

POPEJOY HALL
NEW MEXICO LOBO

23¢

~

in town

i

Henry's Drive-In
6 Central 9 am to 11 am
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Model Abortion
Program
Immediate Help With No Delays

WICKERSHAM
WOMEN'S
MEDICAL
CENTER
New York

A COMMUNITY
ABORTION SERVICE
AFFILIATED WITH A MAJOR
METROPOLITAN HOSPITAL

APOLLO PIZZA

$4.50, 4.00, 3.50, 3.00, 2.50

the
best

133 East 58th Street,

on all orders over $2.00

Sunday Nov. 14-8: 15 PM

information to interested people,
both men and women. We also
have a speakers bureau."
Student Center
The student center is open
from 9 to 5 weekdays and is in
need for volunl:eers so they will be
staffed at all times,
At the demonstration in San
Francisco there will be women
poets, writers, lawyers, tapes from
Angela Davis and Mae West,
representatives from various black
movements, Chicano movements,
political candidates, etc. to speak
to the demonstrators.
"Our work won't end after
Nov, 20," said Abeles. "We'll keep
going with legal suits until a
woman has the right to control
her own body."

'National Tenants' Asking
Sari .Fran. Representative

FREE FLYING LESSONS

for Men

Expert Long Hair Design
No Nets, Gels, Laquer
Sprdys, Heat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons
For Men or Women
by Appointment only
255-0166
5504 Central Ave. S.E.
(1 Blk. East of San Mateo) .

UNM senior ql.!~tcrback: Rocky
Long, who scored four
touchdowns against Utah in the
Lobos' 57-39 homecoming win
last week, has moved ahead of
Rich Diller for the second place
among Lobo rushers this week.
Long, master of the
Wishbone- Y offensive formation,

The New Mexico State Aggies
won the first annual Morley ~~\'11<
Jennings Intercollegiate golf
tournament Saturday with three
of their golfers finishing in the top """'·--..... ~~~~~~~~~~~~
three places.
The Aggies went out of the
36-hole tourney with a team total
Rocky Long
of 591, 15 strokes over par at the
Lubbock Country Club. New rushed for 162 yards in 19 carries
Mexico took s11cond in the against the Utes Saturday in
tournament with a team total of guiding the Lobes to their fourth
601, 10 strokes off the winning victory of the season against two
pacl!,
losses and two ties. He also drew
Individual winner for the praise from losing coach Bill
tournament was Aggie Ralph Meek, who said Long was virtually
Lester, who finished with a invaluable to the Lobo offense.
70-72-142 total to take home the
Fred Henry, the junior halfback
tourney medal.
from Alamogordo, was nominated
for the WAC offensive player for

SCHLITZ

UN

Now Second in Rushing

Ags Win Golf Meet

Package Liquor

Hair D ·

Long Still Boundifrg''On

-------

·(@uartrr.a
3.84 case

team.
Ruthven School Supt. William
Logan and coach Thoinas l3arber
said they barred her only because
they feared the school would lose
its good standing with the
Athletic Union.
Barber said Rabel, who
aver&ged 30 points a game as a
freshman varsity player in
1968·69 and 46.7 points a game
during the 1969-70 season, would
be "a welcome addition to
any body's ball team."
"She could play for me
anytime if it wasn't for the
Union's rule," Barber said.
Hanson's order restrains the
Iowa Girls High School Athletic
Union and the Ruthven
consolidated school district ffom
barring Rubel from play until
Nov. 22, when the judge will hear
evidence on the request for a
permanent injunction.
Still pending before the court is
a damge suit filed by th11 Rubels
asking for $125,000.
Rubel quit her parttime job as a
waitress after the order was issued
Friday.

I ni iates Acfi·o(l

.Sfudent ·

Unequalled safety record of
in-palim11 and out-patient abortions by Board-certified gynecologists and anesthesiologists.
General anesthesia is used for
patient comfort.
Low costs of abortion procedures:
Pregnancy
up to 10 wks., D & C, $150
up to 14 wks .. D & C, $250
14-24 weeks, Saline or
McchRnlcal Induction $400
In all cases over 10 weeks
pregnancy, Wickersham's medical safety standards require
overnight hospital stays.
Free professional services
available to abortion patients
include psychiatric counseling,
family planning and birth con•
tro!. No r!!f~m.t nP.cd!!d. No
referral fee or contribution solicited ever. Private. Confidcn·
tin!. No red tape,

DIRECT SERVICE LINE
TO MEDICAL CENTER

(212) PLaza 5·6805
Calla AM to 0 PM
Mondays through Saturdnvs
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The UNM A-Capella Choir,
under the direction of Dr. Eph
Ehly, will be presented in Popejoy
Hall Nov. 10 at 8:15p.m.
Composets featured in the
program include Ariel Ramirez,
Jose Bassa, Tomas Luis da
Victoria and Aaron Copeland,

Women's Status

Transit
Transit is looking for volunteers
to do drug counseling, talk to
people on bad trips, take care of
overdoses, etc,, and give first aid.
Anyone interested in invited to
come to the Transit office in
room 1057, Mesa Vista Hall at 7
p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 10. No
experience necessary.

Democratic Clubs
A joint meeting of the
Bernalillo County and the UNM
Young Democrats will discuss
how young people can participate
in the State Democ).'atic
Convention, Nov, 9 at 6 p.m. in
Union 250-E. The groups will
disband in time to hear Pierre
Salinger.

CLASSIFIED

A student · faculty committee
has formulated a statement -for
student rights in the College of
Nursing, It will be presented on
Nov. 11 at 3:30 p.m. in l.'oom
3 033 of Mesa Vista hall, All
College of Nm:sing students are
asked to attend.

Ski Club

All e:x:-Quitinos and interested
students are invited to an
organizational meeting Nov, 11,
Union 250-E at 8 p.m.

The UNM Ski Club will discuss
final plans for their Thankslrtving
ski trip to Monarch, Colo. at 7:30
p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 10 in the
Union Theater. Ski trip del,)Osit
deadline is Nov, 10, 7!30 p.m.

ADVERTISING

'lc per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Joumaliam Building, Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
206, afternoons preferably or mall.
run five or mo~ consecutive dan with
Cluslfted Advertising
no changes the raw is reduced to 6e
UNM P.O. Box 20
per word and the minimum number of
Albuquerquq, N.M. 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: Paymcmt must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

PERSONALS

WILL HELP WITH RENT for part time
me of a hou11e. Leave message, 256·1021.
11111
NEED TO RENT a S-4 bedroom house
with fireplace, close to campus, :Must
have by beginning af January. Pleb.se
c;all 27'1-3166 or 277-4284. 11/!l
AGORA-When you need somebody to listen, we'll be there. Talking, reasoning,
and coffee no extra. Any twenty-four
hours, :NQrthwest. comer Mesa Vista. 27'13013 11/v

2)

LOST &. FOUND

FOUND:SMALL BLACK AND WRITE
long haired female dog. Colla\' and leash
i1ttacbed. She's brl~:ht and cute. Found
last week vicinity Central and Amherst,
2u6·l400, 11/16
LOST :LADIES RING, white stone, ~told
band: between D!!lltnl Hygiene building
and SUD. Reward. 268-6518. 11/12
LOST NOV. 3. Dlnck Shiny Dog. Medium
size. Answers to Max. 242-5954, 210
Maple NE. 11/11
LOST: FEMALE LABRADOR PUPPY
weating red bandanna. Call Jeanie, 2659388. 11/10
LOST: BOY'S CLASS RING-Geology,
Return to Geology l41. Reward, 11/10
REWARD: Lo3t at Sub, black purse. Need
ID's, Glasses. 247-3165.
3)

SERVICES

I WILL WORK ON YOUR 10-SPEED ns
If it were mine. The Bike Shop, 823
Yale SE, 842·9100. 11/12
NEW .MEXlGO OlVIL LIBERTIES
UNION nnnoun<'<!3 a dinner-meeting,
Speaker; Dan MeKinnon III, member
Alb. Public School Board. Tonic: "Pro·
P031ll o£ rights ancl rcsponsibUiti<!3 \Jf
hiv.h sl'hool stud!!llts." Cocina de Cnrlo3,
6:30, Thurndny, Nov. 11. For l'eservntloM, cnll Mr. Ri'ehatd Young, 1600 Calle
de Ranchero. 11/10
l'l''S HERE I! I Bicvde theft insurance.
100~ pretA!ctlo~. Low cO'lt n.'lnual lln!mium. Non deductabk. Central Registraf:ion. In~ure~~ b:ltru bk.vles TICW or u!le4..
Available tl01'f. F'ol" further irtlormatron·
and rate!!, contact Olymnic Cyr!e and
Snorts, Ine.. 813 San Mat«J SE. 255·
6998. See George. 11/10
TUTORING-aU Rubiects-aU leVels. ExpPrlrnr~>•l. r!'rtln...t O" "0111'"~> tPR<'llers.
CERTIFIED TUTORING SERVICE 2!111·8100. 12/7
RESTOENTJAL TYPEWRITER AND
ADDER. Servlee, cleaned and repaired.
Rcasonll.bfe nrfca~. Call 242-6064, week
dava and weekt!'nds. 8-8. 11/6
TYPING-Te\'nl nanewr. etc. 411c i)cr page,
straight cony. 266-2489. 11/11
FINF. OLD . FA~HlONF.D PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY. ,...- Wedding, You or
Whatever, 242-7658. 12/8

5)

FOR SALE

1970 HONPA CD4511. Exeellent t'Ond. Ex•
trM, must 11ell $700. 24!1-7184. 11/9
C.D. Radios. Dn;e and Mobile ~3 Ch. 19119
-'l'RC 29 and 24 Super-Mas.r Antenna
nnd Whin. Whole pnekng!!, $2iiO.Oo. 266~
4013. 11/15
.
DIG A LARGE DOG 1 "!l/10" Saint Rem•
ard nupple$. 6 wks. old. $15,00. 266•1051.
11115
1061 CREV WAGON, 28!1--Autonuttlc
A/C. $300 or make offer. 25G-1173. 11/lG
RALElGH IN'l'ERNATJONAL, 10 tmd.
Exrellcnt Condition. $200.00. Phone 265·
9372.

1967 SUPEltcHARGED SIIELBY G·T
aGO. liUI'll\; 4-snccd, rnagg, kQnis and
stereo, Excellent condition. 242·0715.
ltllG
ONE SIAM RUtJY, ,92 cnrat: two AmethYsts, .4u nnd .50 carats. All are J:tenulnc
stones. Prlee nl!lfot{n.blc. Call 268·3745
n.£ter G: 00 pm, 11/9
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Quito Club ·

Spain Summer Program

UNM will sponsor a summer
session in Gijon, Spain, offering
Chemical Engineering Seminar upper level and graduate courses
S. R. Skaggs, a UNM PhD in the Spanish language and
candidate in geology, will speak at· civilization. Inexpensive means of
a chemical engineering graduate transportation are available.
seminar at 3:30p.m. Wednesday, Further information may be
Nov, 10, in electrical engineering obtained at the Office of
building 219,
lnte:mational Programs and
The talk by Skaggs is titled, Services, 1717 Roma, NE.
"Phase Behavior of the Yttiria •
Zirconia System at Temperatures
Boycott Speaker
Above 2000 " C,"
Cesar Vega, formerly a
farmworker in California, now a
Auditions
student at UNM, will be guest
Auditions of singers and speaker at the Albuquerque
dancers :l;'or cash awards and the Boycott Committee meeting 7:30
chance to perform next summer p.m. Wednesday, Nov, 10 at the
with the Wolf Trap Company near Chicano Studies Center.
Washington, D.C. will be held
Women Counselling Women
Nov, 11 in the Union Ballroom.
. A meeting for women
Appointments should be made
mterested in coupselling women
through William J. Martin,
will be held Nov. 9 at 12:30 p.m.
manager of Popejoy Hall.
in East Bandelier Hall, room 114.

RATES~

1)

l

Nelson Valdez will lecture on
the "Status of Women in Cuba" at
7:30 p.m., Nov. 10 in the
Newman Center auditorium.
Valdez is a PhD candidate in
history and author of numerous
books and articles on Latin
America. The t~lk is part of the
Latin American Forum.

Environmentalists
Black Mesa, other state - wide
environmental problems, and
election of officers will be the
agenda on the Students for
Environmental Action meeting at
8 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 11 at the
Ecology Information Center,
1417 Central NE.

Nursing Ri$hts

5)

FORSALE

PUREBRED MALE DOBERMAN PUPPIES. $60.00. 344-8740, 11/16
8lt37 SPARTAN TRAILER. Call Mel ~t.
4632 days, 877·9259 evenings, 11/19
LEVI'S BLUE JEAN BELLS, New shipment jtlllt arrived. Lobo Men's Shop.
2120 Central SE~·:..;l:.:1;:./;;;.10:.__ _ _ __
PERFECT CHRISTMAS Gift-Antique set
Dicken's Illustrated claaslcs (1800's),
$60. New heavy split cowhide man's
fringed jacket-Jarge-$20. ;!96-4304,
1971 SUPER BEETLE, G,OOO miles, full
warranty, best offer. Pete 266-4368. 11/9
NO BEAUTY, runs good. '63 Chev, Stand·
ard six. $11i0. 265-0741. 11/9
FOR SALE OR TRADE for good cycJe1060 I!'lcctwood. Condition - Excellent
tlre3 and !!llldne. Phone 3116. 11/11
OARRARt> SLOGD Turntable, Dase, Cover,
Accf!58ories. Shure M91E Cattridge, 2569004. 11/11
70 MAVERICK, Standard Trans., Radio,
33,600 miles. $900. 877-3737 after G pm.
11/11
BELLS ON SALE onlY $5.00 at Lobo
Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE, 243·691i4.
USED FUR COATS, $15.00-$30.00, while
they last. THE DEAD SHAMAN. 11/16
KASTLE 20Gs with Marker Bindings
Lnnga Boo!$, size 8%. Dnrrccrafter pol<!3.
Uslld 1 seMon. Original Cost $285, Sell
for S1u0. Sec McDonald nt Journalism
205 a£wr 4.
CUSTOM MADE BFLTS, Purses, leather
s.ti!tB. The Mind Shaft, tOGA Cotnell
12i8
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT. Save
30-GO% on Diamond rings, 344·6349.
11/16
66 GMC, 6 eyJ, Front grill. Rear hitch.
49,000 miles. $B9Ci. 242-1795, 11/10
1964 FOnD FALCON. New motor. trans•
mission and battery, $275. 912 ForrestCl'
:NW (n""' 8th and Lornas}. 11/10
FANTA~lO GARAGE SALE. Stmda)f,
Nov. 6~ Gtorge Springer, 3620 Dakota.
NE•. H/ q.,
lo'ULL
. SET-Ludwig. Best offer:
Contact:.
an Hundley. 277-4332. 11/10
CORV AIR, '6u. Good condition. 842-8297.
11/Ht
1971 CASSETTE! TAPE PLAYER. Dual
Speaker-Automatic Level Recording.
277-4296, 20i12
NEW 1971 ZIG ZAG SEWING MA·
CHINES. These machines have buill:
in controls for sewing on buttons, monograms, etc. $3u each. Cash !!r terms.
United Frl!ight Sak!s. 3920 San Mat<.'()
NE. Open 9 til 9. Sundays 12-5. tfn
NEW 100 WATT COMPONENT SET.
AM-F.M multi-plex l!ercO-radlo with
black out dial and built in stereo 8-track
recorder player. With large DSR chang.
er. And huge 6 air suspension speaker
IIYl!tem. Ctlmpare at $450, Llrrtlted sup•
pfy-$19t.ll5 each. CMh or terrrts. United
Freight ellllell. 3920 San. Mateo NE. Ollen
9 til 9. Sundays 12-6. t!n
30 USElJ PORTABLE 'l'V'S, $30-$60• .441
Wyomlnlil' NE. 266-5987. 12/20

6)

Gallup Results.Encourage
Wallace to Try Primaries
ATLANTA (UPI)- Gov.
George C. Wallace of Alabama,
buoyed by a poll which showed
him growing in political strength,
announced Monday he. may enter
five presidential primaries in
1972.
Wallace, an unsucces&ful third
party cand~date in 1968, told a
packed news conference at the
annual Sou the:rn Governors
Meeting that he was considering
primaries in Flodd!l, No-rth
Carolina, Tennessee, Maryland
and Indiana.
Wallace said he would run as a
Democrat in each state except
Tennessee, where he said he may
entt!r all th:r~e l,>riUlariesDemoc:ratic, Republican and
American, the. banner he bore in
the '72 campaign.
Wallace said he was heartened
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Tuesday, November 9, 1971
Campus Crusade for Clu:lst: Union
room 231-A- 9·10 a.m.
Student Affairs Staff; Union room
230; 9·11 a.m.
Young Democrats; Union room
25G-E; 6·8 p.m.
•
Delta Sigma Pi; Union room 231-B:
6:30.9 p.m.
Speakers Committee- Pierre
Saliriger: Ballroom· 7:30-lOp.m.
Young Republicans; Union room
231 D-E: 7:30.9:30 ~.m,
Modern and Classical Languages;
Union Theater; 8-10:30 p.m.
~tudents of Objectivism; tables in
Umuulobby; 8 a.m. • 5 p.m.

1500 SAN PEDRO. N.E.

Student Auto·
Insurance
Special Rates For:
I. Drivers Under 25
2. Underage Female~
3. Military Perso~nel
4. Married St•.Adents
Budget Payment ~ran Availabre

1256-35181

Experienced Handling of
Hard to Place Insurance

WHO SAYS ACONDOM

HAS TO TAKE THE
U.OOTOF LOVE?
·u You:Y!f beert twrned

off

by

condom&

becawe you think they take the joy cut
Of sex, then It's time to discover our

gossamer-thin, supremely sensitive condoms that have been designed
not only with protection in mind but with pleai;ure as well.
Try the Felherlite from England ... so sheer and light that it weighs
but 1/25 of an ounce ... and the NuForm, also from England, preshaped tor a unique sensitivity. These 2 exclusive British imports, plus
9 famous American brands of male contraceptives, are now available
-through the privacy of the mail from Population Plantling Associates.
Discover some of our remarkable c::ondoms for yourself ... by ordering
one of our sampler packs today. Just use the coupotl below.
15,000 Satlsfltd Customers
Our fine products and rapid service have won the praise of customers
all over the country. For example, Craig Luoma of Tacoma, Washington
writes, "Very pi eased with your sample pack ... particularly impressed
by the two British Imports. Am ordering more." Donald cunnltlQham of
-'von-by·the·Sea, New Jersey, adds: "Thank you for sparing me contact
with the •under the counter' attitudes toward contraceptives so often
faced in stores/' And Gary L. Heas of Ithaca, New York, comments:
"It was the fastest I ever received anything. Thanks."
To order your sampler pack of these remarkable tondoms, simply
use the coupon below. All orders are filled the same day received and
are shipped in a plain package. Satisfaction Is guaranteed, or simply
tetutn the unus(ld portion of your order for a full refund.

When you've found
someone to share your dream

~&!lddr?m
a ring set for lhf! rwo of you
to share.

IVY Ill

3 EvenlhgtJ and Snturdayg only. $90.00 a
Week average, 242•05u3, 11/9

7)

FUN

FUN

Visit our fire department.

EMPLOYMENT

Population Planning Associatu

f
l

MISCELLANEOUS

VA CATIONS . COMlNG UP l Visa and
Pa~snort information. Call Joe Brawley,
265-7611. 11/16
TWO GlRLS NEED RIDE Enst (Atlanta)
on or liftel' Nov. G. Call 344-1466. 11/9
GROOVEY PUPPI€S FOR FREE. 4ZO
Princeton SE, 255-7782. 11/9
HAURIS TWEED SPORTS COATS, $30.00
eMh. New Arrivals fl'(lm Enshtnd. Also,
Nava:io rugs, rnany interellting imports.
Freed Company, 416 Centri11 Ave. NW.

by results on Sunday's Gallup
Poll, which showed hi& strength
had increased in recent months.
1
' As the Gallup l' all goes up," he
said, "my interest (in running)
goes up."

J
1
Your Personal
Service Jeweler Understands
2312 CENTRAL SE opposite Yale Park

I

r
f

105 North Columbia Dept. P·275
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514
P.ease tush the following in plain
package:
0 Mini-sampler containing 2 ~eth·
erlites, 1 .NuForm plus illustrated
brochure, just $1
0 Deluxe sampler tontaining IS
assorted condoms (3 each of 6 dif·
ferent brands}, plus illusttated bro.

1 0chute,
just $5
Illustrated
I 25¢

name
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brochure only just I enclose payment tn full
'
money-back guarantee.
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